
My mind wanderings on learning and thinking 
 
I was waiting in line to meet the doctor. It was a long wait. To kill time, I let my mind wander on 
learning and thinking. I captured my thoughts on my iPhone. This is what came out of my 
wanderings. 
 
Learning is hard. Your brain takes time to consolidate different pieces into one chunk to form a 
cohesive whole. Do you remember how much time you took learning to ride a bike? You need to 
have the courage, patience, perseverance, curiosity, reflection, and rest to allow the brain to 
learn, form chunks, and to rewire. Do not compare yourself with others. It will create anxiety and 
lead to frustration. You are different from others. Learn at your own pace. 
 
A few hours spent acquiring in-depth knowledge pays off in the long run. If you don’t understand 
a concept don’t be sacred. Have you seen a newborn getting afraid because it’s unable to 
understand or talk its mother tongue? Google the concepts you don't understand. Leverage your 
network and learn from them. If you don’t do that, you are unnecessarily giving a lot of quarters 
to the world. 
 
For example, it takes thirty minutes to understand logarithms. Without it, you will not be able to 
understand algorithms. Thirty minutes of current investment in understanding logarithms is 
minuscule compared to the enormous net present value that comes out of learning algorithms. 
This is akin to buying a dollar for less than one cent. 
 
Life is all about learning, unlearning, and relearning. It is a game of evolution, and in the 
process, you will struggle. This is normal, and you need to enjoy this process. Biological 
systems we see around us went through this struggle and adopted. That’s why we see them 
around. 
 
What kills learning? Your ego. To your ego add a big title. In a corporate environment where you 
are expected to know everything. This is dangerous. You need to avoid ego at all cost and be 
very comfortable to say I don’t know. 
 
Get curious about the world you live in. Don’t silo into your profession. Once you break the silo, 
you see the reality as it is and not how you want it to be. Get into the habit of asking why, why, 
why even if the answer is obvious. This will make questioning a habit. We are creatures of habit. 
 
When you observe something(effect), try to find out the cause. How do you know if the cause is 
right? You need to substantiate the cause with another effect. What does that mean? 
 
For example, you see ToysRus sales are declining, which is an effect. Suppose you come up 
with a cause that customers are buying online. This is your hypothesis. You need to prove it by 



predicting another effect and verify its existence. Say Amazon and other online retailers are 
growing sales in the toys category. What does this tell you? Your cause of customers are buying 
online seems more probable. 
 
The new cause becomes an effect, and you need to find a cause for this. Keep going until you 
get to the root cause. How deep should you go? Remember the five whys? At the bottom, 
causes converge. Few causes will explain multiple effects. This is how Newton and Einstein 
were able to explain complex phenomenon in a few equations. This is how great investors can 
summarize their investing thesis in a page or two. 
 
Learn to be numerate. It is the language of Mother Nature. Get comfortable handling large 
quantities of data. If you can visualize them, it’s an added advantage. Around 70% of sense 
receptors and 30% of our cortex is devoted to visual processing. It’s a crime to not use it. 
 
By being numerate, you would be able to answer questions on your own like; Is value migration 
happening from the public to private sector banks? Is GST successful? You’re not at the mercy 
of a biased journalist or a news channel. It is my turn to see the doctor. I have to pause my 
wanderings, and I will continue it some other day. 
 
Few Useful Resources 
 

1. Playing Socratic Solitaire 
2. First Principles: The Building Blocks of True Knowledge 
3. Anybody can be a Jonah 
4. I’m a very slow thinker 
5. The Baloney Detection kit: Carl Sagan 
6. Science as Falsification 
7. How to Think 
8. The Socratic Questioning Technique 
9. Creative Thinking by Claude Shannon 
10. Storytelling with data 
11. The Best Path to Long-Term Change Is Slow, Simple and Boring 
12. Inside The Mind That Built Google Brain: On Life, Creativity, And Failure 
13. 14 Ways to Acquire Knowledge: A Timeless Guide from 1936 
14. Building Your Mental Database 
15. Learning How to Learn 
16. Teaching Why; Not Memorization 
17. How Manish Chokani Thinks 
18. Calling Bullshit: Fermi Estimation 
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